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About This Content

World of Guns:Starter Pack unlocks 15 models from different categories and 1 Shooting Range.

Categories and models which are included in Starter Pack
Assault Rifles: FN FAL, M16A1

Pistols: Desert Eagle, CZ-75, SIG P228
Shotgun: Remington 870
Revolver: S&W Model 53

Machinegun: Browning M1919A4
Rifle: SIG SG550S

SMG: Ingram Mac-10
WWII: DP-27 machingun, Boys Anti-Tank rifle

Sport: Ruger MKII
Historical:Lewis Machingun

Compact: COP pistol

Shooting Range for Colt M1911 A1 is included.
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Minimum:

OS: XP and higher

Memory: 1024 MB RAM

Storage: 500 MB available space

English,Russian
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Beautiful, charming, fun, interesting game. Great for all ages. Voice acting is excellent, graphics are amazing, and game play is
above average. Highly recommend if you like somewhat easy puzzle games, with great immersion.. Very jumpy and intense
especially when left with only a lighter for light.. Combat is completely broken. It's very "souls-like" meaning you have a limited
amount of stamina to do attacks, attacks are weighty and will stun opponents for a small window where you can make multiple
attacks, and 1-3 attacks will kill an enemy or you. This would be great, but your attack must connect dead center of the enemy
or else you'll miss, and you're locked into a full 1-2 second attack animation where you are unable to move or adjust your swing.
Enemies don't telegraph their attacks which is extremely frustrating when getting hit once while facing more than one enemy is
instant death.

If it's every on sale for like three bucks go for it, but it is absolutely not worth the full price of ten dollars, or even five.. Game is
very buggy. I do not want to give it a bad review but i am trapped in a room and can't get out so hopefully this game gets fixed
and me and the good review with me can get out but for now the bad review and $20 is out and running amok

Like always you can judge for yourself if you want this game or not here is a video of me playing so you can judge for yourself
https:\/\/youtu.be\/0Wni_fGgCIs

Update 1.0.2
They have fixed some bugs but the game is still kinda rich for what it provides.It has a lot of promise but still need polish. I
appreciate the develpoers trying to fix stuff quickly though so thats a definite plus

Here is me continuing from where it glitched out last time and the new update started, you can judge for yourself
https:\/\/youtu.be\/VOQqhmAoo1k. Bought this DLC knowing what I was getting into. Have to admit, when I first heard the
remastered versions on youtube, I really wasn't a fan. But then I decided to listen to them again and take them for what they
were, rather than comparing them to the OSTs used in the game, and they're actually really good! I got some more sweet jams to
listen to while killing my homework now lol
Anyways, I've read a lot of people mentioning the licence problems being the reason why they couldn't sell the original STs, so
there's that. Still, really hoping they might add them someday, along with the High Crimes OSTs. I'd buy
that\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665in a stabbed heartbeat.
TLDR - Don't buy this thinking it'll include the original soundtracks and\/or if you're not a fan of the remastered ones, but
honestly the remastered OSTs deserve more love for being good in its own rights.. There are quite a few unnecessarily negative
reviews for this game. From what I've read of these, they're either from followers of the series who don't feel that this game
adds much to previous games, other than new tracks, or people who feel that it's too short or arcade-feeling.

I feel that these negative comments are a bit unreasonable.

First of all, given the cost of the game at full cost, there's a lot of playability and enjoyment to be had from the game. If it
doesn't add too much to previous games, then that's just because there's no reason to change something if it's not broken. If you
bought a previous game and enjoyed it, you'll probably enjoy this. I personally haven't played a previous Riptide game, but I
love how this plays and would definitely buy a future version with new tracks, racers, jetskis etc.

Secondly, the complaints about this being too arcade-like are highly confusing. Why would it possibly be a negative if it plays
like an arcade game? If you don't like arcade-style racers, then don't get this game. I love that it was so easy to get into but yet
has a decent learning curve for improvement, particularly as you learn the tracks and the tricks.

Overall, this game is highly enjoyable at full price, but if you can get it reduced (i.e., during a sale or as part of a bundle), then
it's an underappreciated gem of a game. It's not a game that will steal your life away or keep you going long into the lonely
nights, but if you're expecting it to do that, you really need to learn about how to form realistic live goals.

Best advice: play this locally or online with family/friends.. so i have some issues with this game
first one the audio balance is awful some sounds are so loud i can hear them when not wearing my headset some i cannot hear
second the enemy bance is non existent most of the enemys are yust no chalange bot some are yust a spike in dificulty
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I just finished this game and although I had a good time playing it, the ending ruined it for me. If there was a sequel, it would be
fine; alas there is not. There is a decent story, although towards the end it becomes overly complicated and the mystery is never
really solved, or explained. Again, it seems as if a sequel was intended but it just didn't happen. That's really too bad, as there is
no story resolution with this single game. After playing all three of the Black Mirror series, I understand how a cliffhanger at the
end can be fun... as long as the story continues. I cannot fault the game itself for this, as my understanding is that the studio was
closed before that was possible, so I have to give this game a thumbs up, but with the caution that you can't expect a complete
story. If you can write your own ending, then go for it. If not, wait for a huge sale.. Great single player game with great AI for
solo play. For now it should need a bit balance in pbem. I've been following company since WW1 Breakthrough. Highly
recommend.. I just wanted to put a review here after finishing my first run of the game. The most important things I can think
of saying here are that this entry in the heroes series does unltimately fit in with the heroes rise trilogy that cames before it. The
biggest difference here is that it is perhaps a bit less subtle in the societal topics it deals with. Ultimately I would just like to say
that I did enjoy this entry in the series and start of a new storyline set in the heroes universe.. Software works decently well,
good amount of customization. However, the program crashes every single time I boot up my computer, rendering the program
useless. Would not recommend to anyone, 0\/10, avoid this purchase.

*UPDATE* Redownloaded, seems to work fine now. Really cool, super customizable, 10\/10 would recommend. Cute but gets
old pretty fast. Not worth playing on a computer.
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